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ABSTRACT
To simulate buildings' energy use or gains from
building-integrated solar energy systems, information
is required regarding solar irradiance on building
surfaces. Since measurement databases typically
include only horizontal irradiance values, radiation
intensity on inclined surfaces must be calculated. The
performance of models proposed for this purpose
must be evaluated against measurements. Toward
this end, this paper considers six options to derive,
from horizontal irradiance data, radiation intensity on
vertical surfaces. To evaluate these options,
simulated vertical irradiance values were compared
with respective measurements obtained in Vienna,
Austria. The range of errors was found to be rather
high for all options.

INTRODUCTION
A crucial input required in the simulation of
buildings’ energy use is the radiation incident on
building surfaces. Moreover, configuration and sizing
of solar energy systems (e.g. photovoltaic cells,
solar-thermal collectors) necessitates reliable data on
incident solar radiation. However, only for relatively
few locations detailed measured data concerning
incident solar radiation on vertical or inclined
surfaces are available. Concurrent measurements of
horizontal global and horizontal diffuse (or direct
normal) irradiance data are likewise available only
for a limited number of locations. In contrast, the
measurement of global horizontal irradiance is rather
simple and cost-effective. It can be, conceivably, an
integral part of the sensory equipment of every
building. Thus, given appropriate computational
procedures, incident irradiance values on vertical or
inclined building surfaces could be computationally
derived from measured global irradiance levels in a
manner both reliable and convenient. Given this
context, the present paper compares a number of
options to compute incident irradiance values on
building surfaces based on measured global (and –
for certain options – diffuse) horizontal irradiance.
The performance of the models is compared using a
database of measured irradiance levels on vertical
surfaces.
In the past, a number of studies have addressed the
derivation of solar irradiance on inclined surfaces
from corresponding horizontal irradiance data. This

requires, in general, the availability of detailed
information on the magnitude of diffuse and direct
horizontal irradiance. A number of diffuse fraction
models are available as documented in Liu and
Jordan (1960), Orgill and Hollands (1977), Erbs et al.
(1982), Reindl et al. (1990a), Lam and Li (1996), and
Perez et al. (1990). These models are usually
expressed in terms of polynomial functions relating
the diffuse fraction kd (ratio of the diffuse-to-global
solar radiation) to the clearness index kt (ratio of the
global-to-extraterrestrial solar radiation) as well as to
other variables such as solar altitude, air temperature
and relative humidity. Diffuse fraction models have
been explored by various authors (Wong and Chow
2001, Cucumo et al. 2007, Posadillo and Lopez 2010,
Ridley et al. 2010, Padovan and Del Col 2010),
some of them suggesting that the Reindl et al.
(1990a) and the Perez et al. (1990) provide somewhat
better results.
Different models are used for the calculation of
incident solar radiation on an inclined surface. The
simplest model may be the isotropic model (Liu and
Jordan 1960), which assumes that all diffuse
radiation is distributed uniformly over the sky dome.
In case of anisotropic models (e.g., Hay and Davies
1980, Klucher 1979, Skartveit and Olseth 1986,
Reindl et al. 1990b, Munner et al. 1998, Perez et al.
1993), the diffuse radiation is composed of a
circumsolar region consisting of the diffuse radiation
near the solar rays, an isotropic part uniformly
emitted from the rest of the sky, and a diffuse
component coming from the horizon brightness
(mostly pronounced on clear days). Li et al. 2002,
Cucomo et al. 2007, and Chirarattananon et al. 2007
evaluated various mathematical models to predict
global solar radiation on vertical surfaces. These
studies have indicated that the Perez model delivers
better predictions for all orientations. Notton et al.
(2006) tested 15 models to predict the global solar
radiation for south-facing planes tilted at 45° and
60°. Loutzenhiser et al. (2007) investigated seven
solar radiation models for the computation of solar
radiation on tilted surfaces (on a facade oriented 29°
West of South) implemented in building energy
simulation codes. Padovan and Del Col (2010)
compared different models for the prediction of the
irradiance on south-oriented planes tilted at 20° and
30° and on east-oriented planes inclined of 45° and
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65°. However, it has to be stated that some of these
studies were based on a limited set of data and
surface orientations (Loutzenhiser et al. 2007,
Padovan and Del Col 2010). Moreover, the
mentioned studies mostly did not involve the direct
use of measured diffuse irradiance (in addition to
global irradiance measurements) as input for
computation. This is, however, important, if the role
of corresponding errors (estimation of the diffuse
fraction) in the reliability of the end results (global
irradiance on non-horizontal surfaces) is to be
investigated.
As a further contribution to this research area, the
present work focuses on the comparison of
alternative methods to derive from horizontal
irradiance data, solar radiation intensity levels on
vertical surfaces based on an extensive database of
measured global and diffuse horizontal irradiance
data obtained in Vienna, Austria.

METHODS
First, different options were considered for the
generation of sky radiance distribution maps. Such
maps can be used to predict incident irradiance on
arbitrarily surfaces. However, for the purpose of the
present contribution, these maps were applied to
predict irradiance on vertical surfaces. The predicted
vertical irradiance values were then compared with
corresponding measurements. To computationally
derive vertical irradiance values, six options were
considered (see Table 1).
The first option (ME-EP) involves the use of the
measured horizontal diffuse and global irradiance
values. Using this information, the horizontal direct
irradiance can be derived. With the values of
horizontal direct and diffuse irradiance as input, the
EnergyPlus application (EnergyPlus 2010) was
applied to generate detailed sky radiance distribution
maps. For this purpose, EnergyPlus uses the Perez
sky model (Perez et al. 1993). This model requires,
as input, the direct normal and the horizontal diffuse
irradiance. The former was calculated based on
measured values of the direct horizontal irradiance
using standard trigonometric functions and the sun
position. The sky radiance maps were then further
processed in EnergyPlus to derive vertical irradiance
values.
The second option (ME-RA) is similar to the first
option. However, in this case, the gendaylit
application within the Radiance simulation program
(Ward Larson and Shakespeare 2003) was used to
generate the sky radiance distribution maps. Vertical
irradiance values were also computed via
RADIANCE.
The third option (PE-EP) is also similar to the first
option. However, in this case, only measured
horizontal global irradiance values are used as the
starting point. From this information, the
corresponding diffuse radiation components were

derived using Perez et al. (1990) diffuse fraction
algorithm (see Equation 1). This algorithm, which is
a modified version of the Maxwell 1987 model, was
developed using a dataset composed of hourly
measurements from stations located in the US and
Europe.
(1)
I b  I b,DISK  x(kt , Z , W , kt )
Here, Ib,DISK is the direct horizontal irradiance (a
function of global irradiance and solar azimuth) and
x(kt , Z , W , kt ) is a coefficient whose value
depends on four factors, namely solar zenith angle Z,
normalized clearness index k't (Kasten 1993),
stability index Δk't, and precipitable water content W
estimated from surface dew point temperature
(Wright et al. 1989). These dimensions are obtained
from a look-up matrix.
The fourth option (RE-EP) is similar to the third
option. However, in this case, the Reindl et al.
(1990a) algorithm was used to derive the
corresponding diffuse radiation components. This
algorithm estimates diffuse fraction kd based on
measured global and diffuse horizontal irradiance
data from 5 locations in the USA and Europe. The
algorithm considers the following parameters:
clearness index kt, sun altitude α, outdoor air
temperature Ta, and the relative humidity ϕ. Reindl et
al. (1990a) identified three characteristic intervals for
clearness index, defined as the ratio of global
horizontal to extraterrestrial radiation. Depending on
clearness index value, the diffuse fractions (Id/It) are
calculated as per Equations 2 to 4.
Interval:
0  kt  0.3

kd  1.0  0.232kt  0.0239 sin   0.000682Ta 
(2)

+ 0.019

Interval: 0.3  kt  0.78

kd  1.329  1.716kt  0.267 sin   0.00357Ta 
(3)
 0.106
Interval: kt  0.78

kd  0.426kt  0.256 sin   0.00349Ta + 0.0734
(4)
where:
kt clearness index
kd diffuse fraction
Id diffuse horizontal irradiance (W/m2)
It global horizontal irradiance (W/m2)
α sun altitude (°)
Ta outdoor air temperature (°C)
ϕ relative humidity
The measurements of global horizontal irradiance,
outdoor air temperature, and the relative humidity
were obtained from the weather station of the
Department of Building Physics and Building
Ecology of the Vienna University of Technology.
Reindl et al. 1990a identified three characteristic
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intervals for clearness index, defined as the ratio of
global horizontal to extraterrestrial radiation.
Depending on clearness index value, the diffuse
fractions (Id/I) can be calculated.
The fifth option (PE-RA) also uses only the
measured horizontal global irradiance values as the
starting point. From this information, the
corresponding diffuse radiation components are
derived using the Perez et al. algorithm (1990). Sky
radiance distribution maps are then generated based
on the Perez sky model. From these maps, vertical
irradiance values were derived using the
RADIANCE simulation application.
The sixth option (RE-RA) is similar to the fifth
option. However, in this case, the Reindl et al.
(1990a) algorithm was used to derive the
corresponding diffuse radiation components.

Table 2 provides an overview of the specifications of
the sensors applied for measurements.
Table 2
Overview of the applied sensors
Sensor
Pyranometer
for global
(horizontal
and vertical)
irradiance
measurement
(GSM 10.7)
Pyranometer
for diffuse
irradiance
measurement
(Sunshine
SPN1)

Table 1
Overview of the six options
Option

Utilized
measured
values

ME-EP

Global and
diffuse
Global and
diffuse
Global
Global
Global
Global

MERA
PE-EP
RE-EP
PE-RA
RE-RA

Derivation of
direct and
diffuse
components
-

Simulation
application

-

RADIANCE

Temperature

Perez
Reindl
Perez
Reindl

Energy Plus
Energy Plus
RADIANCE
RADIANCE

Relative
humidity

Information
Range: 0 -1300 W.m²
Spectral range: 380 nm-2800 nm
Temperature range: -20 to +60 ° C
Accuracy: Cosine Correction <3%
Linearity: <1%
Absolute Error: <10%
Overall accuracy:
±5% daily integrals,
±5% ±10 W.m² hourly averages
±8% ±10 W.m² individual readings
Resolution: 0.6 W.m²=0.6 mV
Range: 0 to > 2 000 W.m²
Temperature range: -20 to +70 ° C
Accuracy: Cosine Correction ±2% of
incoming radiation over 0-90º Zenith
angle
Accuracy: Azimuth angle ±5% over
360° rotation
Response time <200 ms
Absolute Error: <+0.3 K
Temperature range: -30 to +70 ° C
Response time < 20 s (≥ 1.5 m/s)
Absolute Error: < ±2%
Humidity range: 0 to 100 %
Response time < 10 s (≥ 1.5 m/s)

Energy Plus

To obtain the input data needed for the application of
the alternative options, measured global and diffuse
horizontal irradiance were obtained using the
microclimatic monitoring station of the Department
of Building Physics and Building Ecology at the
Vienna University of Technology, Austria. This
station is located at the highest point of the
university's main building. Consequently, the
elevation of the effective horizon due to obstruction
(e.g. surrounding buildings) is insignificant.
Moreover, to allow for an empirically-based
comparison of the options (Table 1), vertical
irradiance levels (on four surfaces facing south, west,
north, and east) were conducted at the same location.
The measurements were organized in terms of a data
base containing information collected every five
minutes during the observation period (from 1st of
January to 31th of December 2009). The
measurement period included a variety of sky
conditions, from sunny, to partly cloudy, to overcast.
Global horizontal irradiance values less than 50
W/m2 were excluded from the data base, given the
uncertainty in the sensor accuracy for this intensity
range. Parallel to radiometric measurements, other
external environmental parameter such as air
temperature and air relative humidity were monitored
as well.

To compare the measurement and simulation results
statistically, the correlation coefficient (R2) was
considered for the respective linear regressions that
describe the relationship between computed and
measured vertical irradiance values. Moreover, three
common statistical indicators were applied, namely
the relative mean bias difference MBD (Equation 4),
the relative error RE (Equation 5), and the relative
root mean square difference RMSD (Equation 6).
n

MBD 
REi 

 (M
11

i

 Ci ) / M i
n

%

( M i  Ci )
 100%
Mi

RMSD 

n


i 1

((M i  Ci ) / M i )
 100
n

[%]

(4)

[%]

(5)

[%]

(6)

Hereby, Mi and Ci denote the measured and
computed values respectively, whereas n denotes the
total number of pairs of compared values.
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RESULTS
As mentioned before, four of the six options shown
in Table 1 require the computational derivation of the
diffuse fraction of the horizontal irradiance. The first
section compares the performance of the two models
that were applied toward this end in our study.
Subsequently, the main results of the study
(comparison of the six options used to derive vertical
irradiance values) are included in second section.
Comparison of the algorithms for the derivation
of the diffuse fraction of horizontal irradiance
Figure 1 shows the percentage of the results
(measurement versus derived diffuse horizontal
irradiance) with associated maximum relative errors
for the two above-mentioned algorithms (Perez et al.
1990, Reindl et al. 1990a). Table 3 shows the
percentage of diffuse fraction results with
corresponding specific relative error values. Table 4
compares the two diffuse fraction algorithms in terms
of relative mean bias difference (MBD) and root
mean square difference (RMSD). Figures 2 and 3
illustrate the relationship between the derived
(vertical axis) and the measured (horizontal axis)
horizontal diffuse irradiance.

Figure 2 Comparison of measured and computed
diffuse horizontal irradiance values (Perez et al.
1990 algorithm)

Figure 3 Comparison of measured and computed
diffuse horizontal irradiance values (Reindl et al.
1990a algorithm)

Figure 1 Percentage of the results (predicted
diffuse irradiance values) with respective
maximum Relative Error for the two methods
Table 3
Percentage of results (predicted diffuse horizontal
irradiance) with specific Relative Error values [%]
Method
Perez et al. 1990
Reindl et al. 1990

20
72.5
62.2

Relative Error [%]
40
60
80
89.2 95.3 96.3
81.4 92.7 97.1

100
96.8
98.5

Table 4
Comparison of the methods for the derivation of
diffuse horizontal irradiance in terms of RMSD and
MBD
Method
Perez et al. 1990
Reindl et al. 1990

RMSD [W/m²]
33.2
35.6

MBD [%]
-19.1
-7.8

Comparison of the options for the estimation of
incident irradiance on (vertical) building surfaces
Figure 4 shows, for the six above-mentioned vertical
irradiance calculation options (see Table 1), the
percentage of the results with associated maximum
relative errors. To further facilitate the numerical
comparison of the options, Table 5 shows the same
information
(percentage
of
results
with
corresponding specific relative error values) for a
number of discrete relative error benchmarks (±10,
20, 30, 40, and 50). Table 6 includes a comparison of
the six options in terms of relative mean bias
difference (MBD), root mean square difference
(RMSD), and R2. Figure 5 to 10 illustrate the
relationship between the computed (vertical axis) and
the measured (horizontal axis) vertical irradiance
values for all orientations. Figure 11 shows the MBD
box plot results for the six methods. Figure 12 shows
the MBD percentage of the computed vertical
irradiance options as a function of global horizontal
irradiance data. Figure 13 shows the MBD
percentage of the computed vertical irradiance
options as a function of solar altitude. For this
illustration, the solar altitude was divided into
discrete bins (5°-10°, 10°-20°, 20°-30°, 30°-40°, 40°50°, 50°-60°).
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Table 5
Percentage of results (predicted vertical irradiance
values) with specific Relative Error values [%]
Relative Error [%]

Figure 4 Percentage of the results (predicted
vertical irradiance values) with respective
maximum Relative Error for the six options (all
orientations)

Methods

± 10

± 20

± 30

± 40

± 50

ME-EP

35.0

59.3

72.6

81.1

86.4

ME-RA

36.0

63.9

80.1

88.6

93.2

PE-EP

32.7

55.8

70.7

79.3

84.8

PE-RA

33.4

58.2

75.6

85.2

90.5

RE-EP

29.0

51.4

66.2

75.4

81.2

RE-RA

29.2

52.0

68.3

78.0

83.7

Table 6
Comparison of the options in terms of MBD [%], RMSD [W/m²] and R 2 for North, East, South, West, and all
directions.
Method

Criteria
MBD

North
-24.1

East
-18.2

South
-16.6

West
-27.4

All Directions
-21.6

ME-EP

RMSD

15.4

31.5

42.2

42.1

34.6

R
ME-RA

PE-EP

PE-RA

0.87

0.98

0.97

0.98

0.98

MBD

-13.1

-8.3

-15.5

-21.3

-14.4

RMSD

12.5

39.8

39.3

53.7

39.4

R2

0.87

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.97

MBD
RMSD

-24.2
17.4

-19.9
43.4

-18.3
47.9

-26.7
44.1

-22.3
40.1

R2

0.80

0.96

0.97

0.97

0.97

MBD

-13.2

-8.9

-17.8

-20.5

-15.1

RMSD

16.0

53.8

47.7

54.6

45.9

R
RE-EP

RE-RA

2

2

0.77

0.94

0.97

0.98

0.95

MBD

-26.1

-4.5

-23.3

-51.3

-26.3

RMSD

22.4

59.2

53.6

73.1

55.3

R2

0.63

0.93

0.96

0.95

0.95

MBD

-16.4

3.6

-20.7

-39.0

-18.1

RMSD

20.9

73.5

54.1

78.2

61.0

0.60

0.91

0.96

0.97

0.92

R

2

Figure 6 Comparison of measured and computed
vertical irradiance values (option RE-EP)

Figure 5 Comparison of measured and computed
vertical irradiance values (option ME-EP)
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Figure 7 Comparison of measured and computed
vertical irradiance values (option ME-RA)

Figure 11MBD box plot results for the six methods

Figure 8 Comparison of measured and computed
vertical irradiance values (option RE-RA)

Figure 122 MBD results for the six methods as a
function of global horizontal irradiance

Figure 9 Comparison of measured and computed
vertical irradiance values (option PE-EP)

Figure 133 MBD results for the six methods as a
function of solar altitude

DISCUSSION

Figure 10 Comparison of measured and computed
vertical irradiance values (option PE-RA)

As mentioned before (see section 2 above), options
PE-EP, RE-EP, PE-RA, and RE-RA involve the use
of the computationally derived diffuse horizontal
irradiance from the global horizontal irradiance
(algorithms for the generation of sky radiance maps
require both global and diffuse irradiance levels).
The comparison of the two methods for this purpose
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considered in the present paper (see Figure 1 to 3 and
Tables 3 and 4) suggests that the Perez et al.
algorithm (1990) provides for the Vienna data
slightly better results (in view of the respective
values of RMSD and RE) as compared to the Reindl
et al. algorithm (1990a). However, the differences
between the two algorithms are not highly
pronounced.
As to the performance of the six options toward the
derivation of vertical irradiance data, the results
warrant a number of inferences. First, as it could be
expected, those options that involve the use of
measured input parameter for both global and diffuse
horizontal irradiance perform slightly better in terms
of relative errors. The cumulative error representation
in Figures 4 (and Table 5) implies that a higher
fraction of the results have lower relative errors for
option ME-RA, followed by option ME-EP.
Comparisons based on MBD and RMSD are less
conclusive, even though ME-EP and ME-RA display
the lowest RMSD values (see Table 6, all directions)
and ME-RA clearly performs best in view of MBD
values (see Table 6, north, east, south, and all
orientations).
While comparing the performance of the options
involving the use of the simulation application
RADIANCE (ME-RA, PE-RA, and RE-RA) with
those involving the simulation application
EnergyPlus (ME-EP, PE-EP, and RE-EP) no
significant differences could be detected. Based on
Relative Error results (Figure 4, Table 5),
RADIANCE application performs slightly better in
all options. As to MBD and RMSD as indicators,
options using RADIANCE perform better in the
former case and those using EnergyPlus perform
better in the latter case (see Table 6). As Figure 11
illustrates, MBD box plot results for the six methods
show that RADIANCE application performs slightly
better for all options. Generally speaking, the
differences between the results obtained by
RADIANCE and EnergyPlus could have two
sources. While both models incorporate the Perez sky
model (Perez et al. 1993), there may be minor
differences in implementation, such as assumptions
pertaining to the value of the extraterrestrial
irradiance or the calculation of the solar altitude
(Loutzenhiser et al. 2007).
A systematic relationship between model errors and
the intensity of global horizontal irradiance could be
detected (see Figure 12). For higher global horizontal
irradiance values, the MBD percentage of the options
is lower. Likewise, there is a systematic relationship
between model errors and solar altitude. As Figure 13
illustrates, the model errors are noticeably higher for
lower solar altitudes. These tendencies could be the
result of the higher uncertainty of the measurements
for low irradiance values. Irradiance values are by
trend lower at low solar altitudes.

CONCLUSION
This paper explored the performance of six options to
derive from global (and in some cases diffuse)
horizontal irradiance, the incident radiation on
vertical building surfaces. These options involve a
two-step procedure. First, horizontal irradiance data
is used to generate sky radiance distribution maps.
Second, these maps are used by simulation
applications to derive the incident radiation on
arbitrarily inclined building surfaces.
Amongst the above-mentioned six options, two
require measured values for both global and diffuse
horizontal irradiance. Another four options rely on
algorithmic derivation of the diffuse fraction of the
global irradiance. For the latter case, the paper
included the comparison of two methods for the
derivation of diffuse fraction of global horizontal
irradiance. These algorithms (Perez et al. 1990,
Reindl et al. 1990a) can be used as input for the
generation of sky radiance maps. A comparison
based on data collected in Vienna suggested that
Perez et al. 1990 provided slightly better results.
To evaluate the performance of the six options,
computed irradiance values on four vertical surfaces
were compared with corresponding measurements.
Two options (ME-RA) and (ME-EP), which use
measured values of both global and diffuse horizontal
irradiance for sky radiance generation, delivered
slightly smaller relative errors. However, the range of
errors was rather high for all options. Even for the
best-ranked option, no more than 64% of the results
had a relative error of less than ±20%. Moreover,
error levels appear to be higher for instances with
lower solar altitudes and lower global irradiance
levels.
Building simulation specialists and designers of solar
energy systems for architectural applications must
thus consider such order of magnitude in potential
errors while making practically relevant inferences
based on predicted values of incident solar radiation
on building surfaces. We have not compared in detail
the implications of uncertainties due to irradiance
computation with other sources of uncertainty in
thermal building performance simulation (e.g.,
geometric
modeling,
materials
properties
assumptions). Nonetheless, the magnitude of the
observed uncertainty suggests that proper "factor of
safety" assumptions should be made while designing
solar-thermal systems or selecting shading strategies
for buildings. These concerns will be addressed in
detail in ongoing and future studies, together with the
extent of model errors for other locations and
surfaces of different inclinations and orientations.
Likewise, the potential influences of other
microclimatic parameters such as ambient air
temperature and relative humidity on the error levels
will be addressed in detail. Moreover, the potential
for alternative and locally calibrated sky model
generation schemes are being explored.
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